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The future of UK connectivity
Demand for data is growing year on year, which is why we’re building a 
network fit for the future

Supporting the government’s full fibre plans

We want everyone in the UK to benefit 
from world-class connectivity no matter 
where they live, work or travel
Jeremy Wright
DCMS Secretary (2018-19)

• Full fibre to all UK homes by 2033

• Guaranteeing full fibre to all new build 
developments

• Preparing for the copper switch off

• Physical infrastructure needed to support 
5G rollout

Landline usage halved in 
the last five years

240Gbps data used every month 
by the average fixed broadband 
connection

58% of people use online 
video subscription services
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4m

2021

15m

This year we’re 
building FTTP to

1.2m homes

and doubling our 
FTTP footprint to

2.5m homes
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The New Sites technology change
The internet touches virtually every aspect of our lives, its empowering influence 
is growing which in turn, is driving our technology

Contracted technology mix (plots)
2015 – now (all sites)

2015

42%
Now

0.4%

Copper only

2015

48%
Now

9.1%

FTTC

2015

10%
Now

90.5%

FTTP

Built technology mix, 2016 – now (all sites)
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Innovation and transformation
With customers at the heart of everything we do, we’re constantly making things 
slicker, quicker, and easier

DSI

Auto plot 
call off

1+1 ONT

Master
NSI

FBC Mobile
Snagging

Connectorised
CSP

SOD automation
at scale

Developer self 
build trial

September

Connectorised 
MDU

100% on site 
connectorised

Developer self 
plan trial

January

CAD into
netdesign

March

Developer portal 
‘View my site’

Self stores 
ordering

Developer scan 
and go trial

Self plot 
call off

Developer 
portal

phase 2

Developer self
plan, build and

commission

FY 18/19FY 17/18

May

Auto contract

2017/18 Q2 19/20April

FY 19/20

100% modular 
joint boxes

Q4 19/20
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Delivering large scale FTTP hasn’t been easy
We’ve trebled our throughput already, and are continuing to deliver at pace

17/18 18/19
Launch Backlog Stabilise Scale

FBC 
recruitment

Process 
changes

250+ Proposition
Feb 16

100+ Proposition
May 16

30+ Proposition
Nov 16

New workflow 
system

New planning 
system
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Simple and affordable for all types of developments
We’ve introduced a solution to enable all new builds to get full fibre, no matter 
what size 

Smaller sites

1st November 2018

Official launch of standardised 2-29 rate card 
proposition for housing developers and industry

Commercial only sites

1st September 2019

Adoption of the standardised rate card for all 
commercial only sites of 2-29 plots
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Choice and value for your customers
Homeowners can enjoy a bundled package via a choice of providers on the 
Openreach network

Cheaper bundled 
package from single 

CP with phone, TV 
and broadband

Restrictive broadband 
with single supplier, 
TV and phone 
additional cost

£39

£62

“Most people go 
for a package 

deal, but I 
couldn’t do that. 
It’s scandalous 

that there’s such 
a lack of choice, 

and it’s been 
much more of a 

pain than I 
thought it would 

be”

“The issue is the 
lack of choice and 
thus the lack of 

competition”

Customer’s current home, connected 
to Openreach network

Customer’s new home, with single 
supplier and no Openreach network

My flat was built in 2017 so 
why can’t I get BT or Sky 
broadband?

Homeowners who have 
bought properties on 

xxxxxxxxx newest estate 
say they are trapped in a 
“money-making scheme"
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Why Openreach? 
We’re different from any other infrastructure provider

Fibre for free
We’re passionate about ensuring as many people as possible have access to fibre broadband, so we 
provide full fibre to any site of 30 or more plots, meaning new home owners can enjoy ultrafast speeds. 

Reliable, future proof and fast
Our full fibre network can easily handle the multiple connections users need now, and in the future. 
Homeowners can use as many devices as they like all at the same time, without performance being 
affected.

Uncontended network
Our fibre network has a dedicated path all the way back to the exchange with no shared capacity. It’s not 
contended, so your homeowners can be assured of consistent speeds and high performance 24/7.

Open access
We are regulated to make our open access fibre network equivalently available for all Service Providers.  
Furthermore, we are also regulated to fully open our ducts and jointboxes up for other network providers 
to install their cables and equipment into. This makes it even easier for housing developers to give as 
much choice as possible by having more than one supplier on site. We build large and small New Sites 
across the UK, from Cornwall to Caithness!

coming soon coming sooncoming sooncoming soon

https://www.productsandservices.bt.com/broadband/ultrafast/
https://www.cerberusnetworks.co.uk/connectivity-broadband/cerberus-fttp-and-gfast
https://www.structuredcommunications.co.uk/internet-solutions/
https://www.zen.co.uk/yourhome/superfast-fibre-broadband-packages/fibre-to-the-premises/
http://www.syscomm.co.uk/
https://spectruminternet.com/home-broadband/full-fibre/
https://aa.net.uk/
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